
 Likewise, some secrets contain salvation and are 
the catalyst leading to adaptation, comprehension, 
preparation, and survival. These are the 
secrets the Athenaeum seeks to 
unearth and, when appropriate, 
share. However, wisdom and 
painful experience has 
taught that, while some 
secrets can save, 
widespread knowledge is 
not always a wise course of 
action; dissemination could be 
limited, and in some cases 
incredibly so.
 As such, a great deal of 
responsibility rests upon the 
Athenaeum’s shoulders. The 
Athenaeum first errs on the side of caution 
when processing an uncovered secret, 
concealing and studying rather than rash 
distribution. 
 Once relevancy is determined, it is the duty 
of the Athenaeum’s senior bibliothecaries to 
impartially weigh the secret’s value, use, and damage 
and reach their final judgment.  Obviously, these 
matters are not taken lightly.

 The Athenaeum is an ancient organization -- based on the wisdom of Athena and 
founded in Athens in 562 BC -- whose central goal is the control of information. Through 
the governance of knowledge, by providing what needs to be known when it needs to be 
known, as well as restricting that which should never be learned, the Athenaeum can 
safeguard humanity.

Information Control
 Dissemination of information, point of origin, intended audience, and resulting spread 
are the Athenaeum’s primary directive. Throughout the centuries, mankind has sought 
information, an education with which to better understand the world and their place 
within it. Education breeds enlightenment which serves to heighten awareness and 
comprehension. Information also harbors secrets, many of which were hidden in the 
shadows for a good reason. 

Secrets
 Many secrets hold great power, requiring their continued obscurity. Secrets often hold 
True Names, detail dangerous events, outline hazardous rituals, harbor telling prophecies, 
and herald truths whose only current purpose would be to damage and destroy. Certain 
secrets were relevant in their time, but would now only serve to defame, distort 
perception, or undermine the desired status quo. It is these secrets the Athenaeum 
strives to keep in the shadows.

The Athenaeum
Their sta

nce often 
puts

them on t
he side of

 the Whit
e 

Council, an
 associatio

n which 

has recen
tly cost t

hem dearl
y!

“things which man
 was not meant

to know”
- the Athenaeum 

understands

that all too well.

All secrets damage -something-,
otherwise why would it be a 
secret?

Organization
 Controlling the flow of information requires a great deal of manpower and 
resources. Typically, the Athenaeum manages three hundred active agents and a similar 
number of supporting organizational members. Regulating such a large force requires 
structure, therefore the Athenaeum is organized into two operational branches:  
Archivists and Librarians, each with equal value to the organization’s directive.
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s as it sounds. 

  Nothing run by humanity
 operates without flaws

. Even backed by the 

insight of a goddess, th
e Athenaeum is no dif

ferent!

There’s nothing “typical” about
the Athenaeum’s current state. 
Role call would be lucky to top 
one hundred.

Equal?! I’d like to see an Archivist run down Big Bad!



Resources
 The Athenaeum has survived throughout the centuries due to the vital role it 
plays within the umbral community of the supernatural. The Athenaeum has 
earned many allies as the necessity of its grueling task became an obvious reality. 
Due to this, the Athenaeum has a vast pool of resources upon which they rely 
and call on when in need.
 These resources go well beyond simple wealth, although the Athenaeum is 
solidly and steadily funded through long-established lines of credit and redundant 
methods of maintaining credit balance via diverse investments, several held 
patents, and extensive private donations.
 While the Athenaeum can call on vast land holdings, a veritable fleet of air, 
land and sea vehicles, top-of-the-line computer network for reserve information 
storage and retrieval, and even a few military-grade weapons, all are mundane 
resources that anyone with enough capital could field. The Athenaeum’s most 
potent resources are, as might be expected, magical.
 While there are many artifacts, potions, and focus and enchanted items at the 
fingertips of Athenaeum agents, there are three that maintain the foundation of 
the organization’s directive and existence:  the Book, the Garden, and the 
Passage.

Archivists are charged with the mainte-
nance of the Athenaeum’s vast library of 
information. As such, their most senior and 
valued members are responsible for 
determining what secrets might see the light 
of day. It is the Archivists that determine the 
value of uncovered information, then 
catalogue, organize, and record that 
information. Archivists are, for the most part, 
“desk-bound” and kept to the Athenaeum’s 
worksite. They are sages and scholars in the 
most classic sense. Many Archivists are 
practitioners, some even wizards (and a few 
might even rival a wizard of the White 
Council).

Librarians are the Athenaeum’s active field 

agents. Librarians are called upon to 

investigate and uncover potential new 

secrets, a task which has taken them to the 

four corners of the world, not to mention 

numerous excursions into the Nevernever 

itself. Additionally, it is the Librarians that are 

sent to deal with a bibliomantic aberration. 

There are practitioner Librarians, of course, 

but the active nature of the branch tends to 

attract more athletic and martial agents, 

such as changelings, shapeshifters, etc. 

 Both branches further sub-divide, although keeping track of the ever-changing, 
seemingly unlimited specialties would be a monumental undertaking beyond this 
simple guide. There are broad specialties (like Languages, Technology, and 
Transportation), there are focused specialties (like Germanic Languages, Comput-
ers, and Automotive) and there are hyper-specialties (like German, Desktop 
Publishing, and Muscle Cars). In many cases, Athenaeum agents will cover multiple 
specialties - there aren’t many practitioners that can get close to computers, let 
alone other “modern” technology, for example, so those that can, do.

Ranks and Hierarchy
 A rank-derived system applies to both branches, although influence does not 
always equate between the branches - a low-ranking Archivist is more inclined to 
defer to a mid-ranking Archivist rather than a high-ranking Librarian.

There is a tremendou
s amount of 

branch-crossing and 
intermingling 

amongst the innumer
able hyper-, 

focused, and broad s
pecialties. 

You are just as likely
 to find 

an Archivist workin
g in 

“Military Weaponry” as
 you 

are to find a Librarian 

specialized in “Ancie
nt 

Greek Culture”.

 Archivist Librarian
 Cataloger Chronicler

 Curator*   Bibliosoph*
   Bibliothecary  Bibliognost

*At these ranks, Curator and Bibliosoph, 

the agent receives elevated 
access to 

Athenaeum resources. Curators may enter

the Garden and utilize the Olive Tree,

while Librarians gain the insightfu
l

companionship of an Athena
ean owl.

They’ve earned just 
as many enemies!

A mistake most le
arned from the

Black Court’s example:  d
o not

underestimate the 
Athenaeum’s 

influence. Not all resources are

monetary or even 
physical - 

favors and votes ca
n go a long

way...



 Central to the Librarian’s 
function is the Book. Physically, it is 
a mighty tome, dwarfing any known 
volume in existence in page count. 
Its sheafs cannot be counted, simply 
because there are always more. The 
front half of the Book is always 
filled with endless entries, while the 

 The Book is part biography, part encyclopedia, part historical recorder, and 
part prison, all-in-one. For Archivists, the Book is their third most knowledg-
able resource, particularly with the more “modern” and supernatural, as the 
Book contains many of the secrets unearthed within the past two centuries. 
For Librarians, the Book typically represents 
the culmination and completion of an assign-
ment, either to deposit discovered lore or to 
imprint (or reprint) a bibliomantic aberration 
to a page.

      They are -not- kiddin
g when talking 

   about “part priso
n”; what goes in to

 the 

   Book stays in the B
ook.

   Forever.
   The “things” that com

e back are called 

 “reocurring persona
lities” and are some

 of 

 the most powerful b
eings in existence.

Do NOT underestimate them.

       The glamour 
on the Book is just 

the 

    “tip of
 the iceberg

”. There is -mu
ch- 

   more to 
the Book than ca

n be readily
 

   divined 
or sensed.

The Book

back half with uncountable blank slates. In appearance, the Book varies from 
viewer to viewer. To most it appears as a grand tome, complete with intricate 
gold filigree, while to some, the Book is unassuming and plain. 

The Garden
                               Accessible only via a heavily guarded doorway, secure                                                    
                           within the Athenaeum’s floor plan, is the Garden, a 
                           splendorous shrine to nature. It is perpetually warm and 
                           lush, the manicured bushes and topiaries arranged and 
                           cared by expert hands. Animal life is present, but never 
                           dangerous, cohabitating in their ideal environment without 
                           fear or threat. The Garden serves a far greater purpose 
                           than a tribute to Mother Nature; it is the sacred grounds           
                           of the Olive Tree.
 The Garden is impossibly huge and does not exist 
within the Athenaeum’s actual structure. The door-
way leading to it is a permanent, physical portal to a 
secure region of the Nevernever, where the seelie 
hold uncontested sway and are able to tend to such 
marvels as the Athenaeum’s Garden. It is a place of 
beauty and serenity where curators and bibliothe- 
caries can contemplate, rest in peace, and harvest 
resources from the Olive Tree.

The Passage
                                               Deep within the Athenaeum, regardless of 
                                           the headquarter’s physical location, lies a 
                                           hallway of indeterminate age, crafted of timeless 
                                           fitted stone, bleached with a thorough white-  
                                         washing, and perforated with countless arched  
                                         portals. Recessed within each portal is a stout,  
                                        wooden door bound with cold iron. The doors 
are all locked - magically, of course - and each portal is linked to both a 
specific, very old, key and a keyed relic that is necessary for the rest of the 
trip. Each door, once unlocked, leads to a unique path in the Nevernever 
which, in turn, leads to a second portal. This portal requires the keyed relic 
to access, but leads to another location somewhere on the planet. Of course, 
the Athenaeum has these locations mapped out, enabling them to transport 
agents a great distance in short time.

Do not let the beauty fool you,
the Garden is tended by the 
Summer Court and is, therefore,
a place of incredible power. 
 If you find yourself in the Gardens,
 enjoy them, but keep your wits.
Seelie are still fae.

The Librarians are generally lef
t “in 

     charge” of the Keys and Passage.

 While incredibly handy, t
here’s a lot of 

  power at work here, w
hich should always

    be a scary thing.
   Try not to forget or lose t

he keyed 

   relic. Return flights cost more an
d 

 take a lot longer.



Agent Resources
 The Athenaeum enjoys many benefits due to their potent, organizational 
resources.  Likewise, their agents are not without their boons. 
 Due to the difficulty in their manufacture, the scarcity of their materials, the simple 
matter of trust, access to these resources is restricted by rank and within their 
respective branch. Other factors may prohibit, or limit, access as well. Enchanted and 
focus items are useless to those not attuned to their potential. Similarly, it is rare that 
an Archivist-intended item be issued to a Librarian. It isn’t that their skills are 
incompatible, only that their modes of operation are polar opposites and their gear is 
constructed accordingly.
 All Catalogers (the lowest rank for Archivists) carry an abaddi, a very handy scroll 
that transmits what is written on its surface to a paired scroll stored within one of 
the Athenaeum’s many repositories. Curators gain access to the Athenaeum’s Garden 
and the legendary Olive Tree, a physical manifestation of the wisdom of Athena, the 
Mother of Athens and, therefore, the Athenaeum. Finally, bibliothecaries wear the 
ultimate communicator, the Athenian helm, a Chalcidian helmet (comb optional) that 
grants a sort of hive-mind telepathy with other, similar helms.
 Every Chronicler (the lowest rank for Librarians) is issued a wax tablet that is 
exceptionally useful in safeguarding uncovered texts and other secrets, as well as 
binding bibliomantic aberrations. Bibliosophs gain the aid and companionship of an 
Athenaean owl, a supernatural ally said to contain a fragment of Athena’s insight. 
Bibliognosts carry the doru, also known as Athena’s spear, an enchanted stylus capable 
of shifting into a short, broad-headed spear when needed in combat, and capable of 
limited reality manipulation in conjunction with their wax tablet.

  Abaddi
 Utilized by the Archivists   to transmit, back-up, and research information, the   
   abaddi rolled-scrolls are       ubiquitous with their station. Typically carried in a 
  slung, leather pouch, they are potent information 
  storage and retrieval items. The Archivist using an 
  abaddi simply writes the information onto the 
  parchment surface and instantly, regardless of distance 
  (although not to, or from, the Nevernever) scribes the 
  very same information onto a paired scroll stored 
  safely within specially prepared vaults deep within the 
  Athenaeum’s grounds.
   Similarly, the Archivist can look up any “public” 
  information found on any of the Athenaeum’s scrolls. 
  On the other hand, controlled information, of any 
   caliber, is restricted and far    beyond an abaddi’s level of access. The only other 
   limitation to the data the       abaddi can recall is the Archivist’s ability to phrase, or 
perhaps even think of, the querry. Since an abaddi cannot discern intent, it answers  
(to the best of its ability) the precise question asked, or informs on precisely the  
topic requested - nothing more and nothing less.

Olive Tree
 The Olive Tree has stood as a source of wonder 
and power since the birth of Athens centuries ago. 
During a competition with Poseidon to see who would
claim guardianship over the fledgling community, 
Athena willed the Olive Tree to sprout from a lifeless 
rock. It has stood for thousands of years and is seen as 
a powerful symbol of wealth, life, luck, and wisdom - it 
is Athena’s favored tree, after all.
 For the Athenaeum, the Olive Tree is central to the
organization’s continued existence. The Olive Tree 
provides for many of the Athenaeum’s resources and is the source for the 
Athenaeum’s elevated reputation as exquisite potion brewers. Finally, the Olive Tree 
acts as an embodiment of Athena’s presence and knowledge, as well as serving as the 
“grand custodian” of the Athenaeum’s centuries of work collecting and cataloguing.

What is written is 
transferred -exactly- 
as written, same 
penmanship, same 
writing style.
What is written is 
permanent, stored for 
as long as the 
Athenaeum stands.
This includes both 
recorded information 
as well as querries.
Keep that in mind 
when using an abaddi 
for personal correspondence 
or restricted research.

All of the resources the 
agents of the Athenaeum 
enjoy are crafted from 
materials the Athenaeum 
produces themselves. The 
wood, paper, and oils are 
harvested from the Olive 
Tree. The owls reside 
within the Garden. 
And the metal is, most 
often, recycled from other 
Athenaeum artifacts.

The Olive Tree is, arguably, 
the most important resource 
of the Athenarum. Nearly 
everything the Athenaeum 
does, or can do, is tied to 
the Olive Tree. Beyond 
the natural boons provided, 
like wood, oil, and fruit, 
there is the power as the 
greatest scholar and sage. 
Evreything the Athenaeum 
has ever done is remembered 
by that Tree.
Some have debated that
Eve may have eaten 
an olive instead of an 
apple.



Athenian Helm
   Capping off the Archivist-assigned enchanted gear is a 
  Chalcidian helmet fashioned after the one Athena herself 
  is often depicted wearing while guarding Athens. Crafted 
  of gold, silver, or other precious metal (the comb - color, 
  orientation, size, and presence - are individually optional) 
  and anointed in olive oil harvested from the Tree, they 
  serve as an ostentatious badge of office proudly worn and 
  displayed by bibliothecaries. In addition to the pomp and 
honor, the helms possess potent magics allowing a mental “linking” in two 
means: 1) with other bibliothecaries wearing their Athenian helm, and 2) with 
the Olive Tree.
 Via their telepathic communion with one another, a 
bibliothecary is capable of partaking in near-silent 
communication and across unlimited distances. This has 
limited tactical value, due primarily to the restricted 
audience - only those wearing an Athenian helm have any 
hope of receiving the telepathic communiqué. It does, 
however, provide excellent opportunity for counsel, as well 
as remote (and hands’ free) access to the Olive Tree’s 
knowledge.

Wax Tablet
 A vital tool in a Librarian’s arsenal is their wax tablet. Crafted from olive 
wood harvested from the Olive Tree, the wax tablet is a potent magical device 
used to preserve and bind. The wax tablet serves three roles for the in-the-
field Librarian.
     First, and most mundane, the tablet serves 
    as a very simple notation tool. While wax 
    tablets do not share the communicative 
    qualities of abaddi, they have minimal storage 
    space on their wax-coated plates. Each tablet 
    has several of these plates (two, at a minimum, 
    rarely more than six) each of which can be 
    used to record short notes. Heating the wax 
    allows it to be smoothed and reused.
     One of the Librarian’s primary tasks is 
locating lost, or forgotten, secrets. Quite often, these are found in moldy tomes, 
crumbling scrolls, or other exceedingly fragile records. The wax tablet, however, 
can safeguard against this. When a Librarian draws, or specifically names, 
discovered lore that they can clearly see and study for the duration of the 
inscription, they can place it in a metaphysical envelop of protection and 
insulation where the passage of time and presence of natural elements can be 
temporarily ignored. This enables the transportation and examination of frail 
discoveries. The magic from this enchantment must be reapplied every 
sunrise.
 Finally, in a power similar to that behind the protective ward, the wax tablet 
is central to the binding of bibliomantic aberrations for (re)imprinting.  Provided 
the Librarian can draw, or specifically name, the bibliomantic aberration and 
clearly see it throught the entire inscription process they can bind the 
aberration to the tablet until the next sunrise.  Bound aberrations are brought 
before the Book, where they are imprinted to one of the sheafs in that infinite 
tome.

Athenaean Owl
 These curious little creatures are less enchanted item and more supernatu-
ral ally to bibliosophs. On their most mundane level, the Athenaean owl is a 
Little Owl (Athene genus), a diminutive bird that hunts insects, earthworms, and 
amphibians, as well as small birds and mammals in the Garden. They are 
primarily diurnal, often prominently perching throughout the day.  

“near-silent” is a bit of a stretch - 
when you use an Athenian helm’s 
telepathy, you whisper your conversation.

Also, distance might be unlimited, but 
that means nothing against 
dimensional barriers, wards, and other 
forms of eldritch “white noise”. 
Don’t bother trying to use the 
helm’s telepathy to, or from, the 
Nevernever.

In addition to it’s potent 
communication power, the helmet’s 
still handy at doing what it was 
meant to do: protect your head. 
More than a few bibliothecaries 
owe their lives to these things 
during the Red Court Raid.

The wax plates really are handy 
for scribbling an address or phone 
number, what looks funny is doing 
this in front of someone used to 
modern technology.

Heating the wax is usually done 
with a lighter or match, but even 
body heat and pressure for several 
moments can “erase” a plate.
The protctive ward the tablet places 
on lore is powerful stuff, to a point. 
No matter how harsh, no amount of 
mundane elemental force is going to 
harm the vessel. That does nothing 
for supernatural, or unnatural, 
elemental forces. A flamethrower or 
cocktail fire can still destroy.

The link with the Olive Tree 
and sunrise limitations cause many 
to wonder if there isn’t some 
Summer magic behind the tablets.
Binding an aberration sounds 
simple, and, for the most part, it 
really is. Most BAs don’t know 
what they need to know to avoid 
binding. Reoccuring personalities, 
however, they have a “memory”, 
and the really smart ones know 
what to look for and what to 
avoid. They’re the scary ones.



 These owls are considerably more intelligent 
than your typical owl, resulting in human-equivalent
comprehension, retention, and intuition. Further-
more, the owls have an inherent connection to the 
Olive Tree and can instinctually access the vast 
stores of knowledge. Unfortunately, their access is 
limited to verification only, they cannot actively 
“look up” topics (as an Archivist could do with an 
abaddi). Their insight and cunning are invaluable 
tools to a field-active Librarian.
 An Athenaean owl is capable of providing an 
additional pair of acute eyes and ears for the 
Librarian when searching for lost or forgotten lore and when hunting bibliomantic 
aberrations. They can communicate their perceptions via the standard hoots of any 
owl, to which the Librarian and companion are urged to devise a code. Additionally, 
the pair may commuinicate thru a rudimentary empathic link. Actual conversation is 
not possible with this bond, but the Librarian and owl may utilize emotions, general 
intent, agreement or disagreement, and similar, very basic means of conveyance.
 Finally, an Athenaean owl-Librarian binding is spiritual and provides them with a 
sort of “doom sight”, in relevance to their Librarian. Owls that sense impending, 
critical harm have been known to sacrifice themselves to save the Librarian. While 
the Librarian’s life may be spared, the event is incredibly traumatic and potentially 
permanent. Not every Librarian that has lost an owl gets a replacement, as the 
animal seems to choose their Librarian rather than the reverse.

Doru
     While it may appear as a simple, olive wood stlus, a bibliognost’s doru,    
         also known as Athena’s spear, is a powerful weapon. On its own, it is a potent 
         scribing implement that acts as a magical focus.
     When used with a wax tablet, a bibliognost can do far more than simply 
         bind a bibliomantic aberration or protectively enshroud discovered lore, they 
         can (to a limited extent) alter and influence reality for the 
         aberration or lore - powerful aberrations can be quickly 
         impaired, distracted, or hindered to aid in binding, while 
         crumbling scrolls can be fully repaired.
    As the Athenaeum’s field agents, Librarians occasionally run into
difficulty and challenges that cannot be resolved without resorting
to physical conflict that might involve mortal entities. Despite all of
the Athenaeum’s power and influence, they are as beholden to the
Seven Laws of magic as everyone else. Therefore, similar to a
Warden and their swords, the bibliognost has their doru. In this
function, the stylus transforms into a stout, broad-headed, but otherwise non-
magical, spear.

Friends and Foes
Fae
   The Athenaeum is a known ally of the Summer Court - the  
  two have been utilizing one another’s capabilities for centuries.
  The Olive Tree is safeguarded within a pocket vale supplied by 
  the seelie.
   Of course, the Winter Court does not allow their Summer 
  kin to hold greater sway. Librarians frequently report unseelie 
  assistance while hunting down bibliomantic aberrations. Similarly, 
  as unseelie are masters of secrets, it would be reasonable to 
assume that some uncovered lore was found with, or due to, Winter’s aid.

Outsider Cults
 Of great concern to the Athenaeum are fledgling practitioners of Outsider-
sponsored magic, primarily due to the mysteries surrounding their “gods”. To an 
organization focused on information control, entities such as the Outsiders present 

An owl’s insight, while as 
 accurate as the best 
 encyclopedia, relates more 
like a game of “Hot & 
Cold”, with the Librarian 
making guesses and the 
owl nudging and confirming. 

It’s said that an 
Athenaean owl possesses a 
shard of Athena’s wisdom.
Do not underestimate the 
value of the owl as a sentry 
and watchman - they’re 
small and ordinary looking. 
 The doom sight is powerful 
and tragic. I’ve seen 
Librarians survive attacks 
by aberration and vampire 
because of their owl’s timely 
sacrifice. Having seen 
them suffer through the loss, 
I am not sure I’d want 
to survive, myself.

The powers of the doru are 
another example of immense 
 power confined and limited 
to very specific circumstances. 
This simple stylus toes 
multiple Laws, simultaneously, 
but comes away clean, due to 
the limitations of its 
operation. A Librarian 
cannot influence any reality 
that affects anything other 
than the bibliomantic 
aberration, which puts a 
real cramp on open 
creativity and quests for 
god-like power.

Not enough of the former 
and too many of the latter 
- a common predicament in 
these times.

Beware the fae - keep
your eyes on them, with 
one hand on your wallet, 
and the other behind your
back to surprise, or assist
in pulling off a flourishing,
old-school bow filled with 
charm. But never, never
trust them.



a terrifying nightmare. Damaging secrets of the greatest 
caliber are sent to cult followers via dreams and madden-
ing whispers. These secrets often hold the key to either 
enabling alien entities to step, however briefly, into our 
reality or potentially trigger an apocalyptic cataclysm.
 Against these foes, the Athenaeum frequently find the 
White Council to be an ally; where there are cults, Laws 
of Magic have been broken. It is not unusual to find a bib-
liognost operating alongside a Warden when exceptionally threatening cults are 
uncovered.

Vampire Courts
                             The very nature of the Vampire Courts puts them 
          at odds with the Athenaeum. Their existence depends
          upon the shadows and secrecy in which they wrap
          themselves, and the Athenaeum directly opposes this.
          As such, agents of the Athenaeum occasionally find 
          themselves the target of a vampire’s attentions.
              This animosity most recently escalated with the Red
          Court due to the current Vampire-Wizard War and
          resulted in severe losses for the Athenaeum. The 
          Georgetown Library fire in 2007, in Washington D.C.,
          did more than just “devour historical art”. It had
          served as the current (and sixteenth) front location of
          the Athenaeum. The fire forced a desperate retreat 
through the Nevernever, which was only possible due to the delaying sacrifice of 
over two-thirds of the Athenaeum’s forces to keep the flames, and Red Court 
arsonists, at bay.
 The Athenaeum is not innocent in these exchanges, however. Bram Stoker was 
an Archivist, for example. As with Outsider cults, agents of the Athenaeum 
frequently find themselves allied with the White Council when dealing with 
vampires.
 Vampiric thralls, kin, and their like often have the misfortune of being cast with 
their progenitor Court. Only hard experience has convinced the Athenaeum of 
the good intentions behind the Brotherhood of St. Giles.

Were Clans
 While far less organized, or political, than the fae or vampires, weres - 
shapeshifters that are either human who can attain animal form or vice versa - 
have packs, flocks, and herds collectively coined “Clans”. These clans are often 
informal and more familial than the politically-minded Courts. As such, relations 
with the clans varies from Clan to Clan; where hostilities exist with one, alliance is 
possible with another.

White Council
 By-and-large thought to be a staunch ally, the wizards of the White Council and 
the agents of the Athenaeum often find themselves on the same side of any given 
situation. There have been occasions, of course, where the two groups opposed 
one another and always over treasured information (most often lost lore and 
discovered spells); they are different organizations with differing views and agendas. 
In the end, however, both have membership made up largely of human practitio-
ners and agents with human emotions and tolerances. It is only natural that the 
two band together when the monsters come about.

Independent Operations
 The rogue elements of the supernatural, such as the necromancer king, 
Kemmler, or the dreaded Danarians, are dangerous threats but often beyond the 
individual attention of the Athenaeum. That is not to say that Athenaeum agents 
do not actively assist the White Council when dealing with such horrors. It is 
often vital information, unearthed and provided by the Athenaeum that often 
discerns a fatal weakness or glimmer of hope.

The cults are terrifying. The 
really freaky ones notwithstanding, 
most cultists look “normal”. 
Granted, that’s to normal sight 
and not the Sight, but that’s all 
most have to work on.
You can’t easily “detect” a cultist 
until they’ve revealed themselves. 
Fortunately, they tend to be 
insane, so “normal” behaviour is, 
well, out of the norm and often 
the fist indicator.

The Athenaeum and Vampire 
Courts have been at odds for 
generations. This started when 
the Athenaeum published 
“Dracula” and told the world 
how to kill Black Court 
vampires, who had been treating 
humanity like cattle. The Courts 
are terrified of the Athenaeum’s 
influence and knowledge. 
Unfortunately, animals tend to 
be their most dangerous when 
terrified.

Since the Red Court Raid, the 
Brotherhood has been in 
continual contact, and working 
overtime to ensure positive relations 
continue, with the Athenaeum.

There are so many different clans. 
It’s a daunting diplomatic task to 
keep realtions straight. Their 
presence, especially the urban-
adjusted, however is a resource the 
  Athenaeum takes seriously. 

While all lore is in contention 
between the White Council and the 
  Atehnaeum, spells are the primary 
 concern. It is the general position 
of the Council that the Athenaeum 
does not know enough about magic 
to determine spell restrictions. 
 It is the stance of the Athenaeum 
that the Council is too magic-
focused to decide which spells should, 
and should not, be made available. 
Checks and ballances within the 
supernatural community.
While the Athenaeum tries to steer 
clear of independent supernatural 
groups, the reverse is rarely true. 
Everyone wants what the 
Athenaeum has.



Bibliomantic Aberrations
 Magic is a belief-fueled power; with enough conviction 
and motivation those with the ability to channel, harness, 
or generate arcane energy can accomplish nearly anything 
they can imagine. Tales have a similar power. Told in the 
right context or created by capable (or magically-gifted) 
enough artist, stories can shape dreams and stir nightmares. 
When coupled with the true power of belief and magic, a 
semblance of life can be given to these ideals, good and bad. 
They manifest, becoming a deviant from the media-bound 
norm - a “bibliomantic aberration”.
 Bibliomantic aberrations are fictional characters from 
stories given physical form and general functionality. The 
power behind this must be extreme. Therefore, bibliomantic aberrations are rare. In the 
world as it is, however, where the influence of magic is rising once again, sensitives and 
unaware practitioners are appearing with startling frequency, and numerous gifted cults 
act on Outsider interests, such power is occurring with escalating regularity.
 While pertinent to all forms of media, it is the oldest, and possibly the most 
ridiculous, tales that hold the most power. Coinciding with magic’s general notion of   
“cemented  concepts”, fables and other age-old tales hold the most bibliomantic  
power. Therefore, aberrations birthed from such art tend to be the strongest. This       
  would explain the dozens of times Grendel has been imprinted to the Book.
  Since release from the Book is 
       impossible, imprinted bibliomantic 
     aberrations that are encountered 
     again are actually a rebirth of the 
                                                                          original. Most often, these operate 
                                                                          without the knowledge or  
   experiences of previous incarnations.  
     There are occasions, however,  
                                                                         particularly in the more potent  
                                                                      aberrations, where a sort of  
                                                                          inherited memory occurs, enabling  
                                                                     them to recall a previous incarnation’s  
                                                                    experiences as if they were their own.  
                                                                 These aberrations are called “reoccuring  
                                                                  personalities” and their presence  
                                                                       greatly complicates detection and  
  binding.
                                                                        There are few common character- 
                                                                     istics or defining traits among biblio-        
                                                                      mantic aberrations - each is as unique 
                                                                   in creation as they were in imagination.  
                                                                      Aberrations retain their goals and  
                                                                motivations that inspired them in their 
                                                                   tales, although a degree of interpretation 
                                                                     and “imprinting” may occur. In his 
                                                                several incarnations, Moriarty, as an 
                                                                  example, has fixated on several different  
                                                               Librarian “detectives”, although ultimate  
                                                                 goals remain unchanged.
                                                                  Due to their fictitious nature, many
                                                             bibliomantic aberrations are supernaturally 
                                                            durable, either through incredible recovery 
                                                               or simply being just “unreal” enough that    
                                                              most mundane forms of trauma mean  
                                                              little. They are as vulnerable as their media-  
                                                              bound counterparts, leaving many open to 

 Librarians utilize a shorthand for noting the general power-level of individual bibliomantic aberrations.
Class I (also called “Puffs”, “Poofs”, and “Wisps”)
 This is a flickering manifestation and barely worthy of attention. Most often these spring from 
the fertile, but lacking in comprehension, minds of 
very young children. Nearly any of the Henson- or 
Disney-related incidents of recent years fall under 
this classifcation.
Class II (also called “Boogeys” and “Popstars”) This would be the “standard” bibliomantic aberration fare, if there were such a thing. These are 

potent creations of the combined belief of a relatively popular or well-known fictitious character. 
This the most common classification that Librarians 
encounter, covering the multitude of Jason, Freddy,  
or Voldemort “copycats”.Class III (also called “Hooligans” and “Rabbles”)
 At this level bibliomantic aberrations are fully- 
realized entities that easily “imprint” motivations 
from their original form to a more modern, or contextually appropriate, one. While each aberration 
offers its own challenge, this is the power level where most Librarians start paying real attention. 
The Wolfman or Mr. Hyde are classic examples.Class IV (also called “Nightmares” and “Terrors”)
 This level of aberration is reserved for powerful 
and experienced reoccurring personalities. If preparation and time permit, dealing with them is 
reserved for veteran Librarians as these are threats 
on a large scale, either through ambition and thought, 
or sheer power. Both Moriarty and Big Bad Wolf 
serve as examples.
Class V
 This power level is reserved for the most powerful bibliomantic aberrations, the likes of which have yet to ever be encountered. Think along 

the lines of God and you’re close.

Keep in mind, especially in 
this “new age” of media, 
bibliomantic aberrations are 
not restricted to text. 
Movies, radioshows, and 
the like can all spawn 
them.

Beware of aberrations 
tied to a cult. In some 
cases, they are not 
bibliomantic aberrations at 
all, rather you are dealing 
with an entity which has 
been written about, but 
existed outside of 
bibliomantic magics.

 It has been mentioned
before, but bears repeati

ng:

do not underestimate
reoccurring personalities.
They remember and 
they learn.
Some low-powered
aberrations might even 
seem “fun”. Bugs 
Bunny, for example,
could be quite 
entertaining. That 
is, until, the rabbit 
hands you a stick of 
cartoon dynamite 
that explodes like 
the real thing. 
Even the “cute” 
ones can be 
dangerous, often 
without meaning 
to be.

In general, 
bibliomantic
aberrations are
tougher and 
stronger than
“normals”, if 
for no other 
reason that 
they do not 
actually exist.
They only get 
winded 
if it is 
in their 
“character”.
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manipulation and humiliation. These means are the avenue to contend with certain 
aberrations.
 All bibliomantic aberrations are, ultimately, birthed from the same “type” of 
magical energy:  an all-powerful, life-breathing belief in a fictitious character. This 
imparts a universal weakness to all aberrations that the Athenaeum takes 
advantage of through their wax tablet.
 The newer, or more ignorant, aberrations have no concept of the wax tablet 
and its powers, let alone the Athenaeum or its Librarians. Binding these ignorant 
aberrations, once detected and cornered, is a relatively simple matter. Those rarer 
aberrations that retain memory, the reoccurring personalities, prove far more 
challenging as they are aware of their status and the means with which they are 
hunted. Some have learned the limitations of the wax tablet, such as required line 
of sight, and make imprinting exceedingly difficult.
 As many clever Librarians have discovered, there are no short cuts to this - 
caricatures, stick figures, or “nearly complete” renditions simply do not function. 
The representation must be completed while in the presence of the aberration, 
must be to the best of the Librarian’s capability, and must be instilled with the 
same degree of artistic inspiration as the aberration’s creator. Binding bibliomantic 
aberrations is, therefore, an intense and tiring exercise of focus and will.
 Actual artistic talent is not key, however. Comparative quality is not important. 
The artistic talents of Librarians varies widely. Not every Librarian is an artist, or 
even artistically inclined. What is necessary is effort, intent, and, most importantly, 
belief. Without the confidence that they can bind a manifestation, a bibliomantic 
aberration will simply bully its way free.

Current Situation
 The Athenaeum is in a dangerous transitional state. The losses inflicted upon 
them by the Red Court were great, but also served to shatter the organization’s 
sense of safety and power beyond reproach. The Athenaeum proved its tenacity 
and cunning for survival, but also learned that they are just as vulnerable to attack 
as any other supernatural organization.
 Resilient as they are, however, the agents of the Athenaeum saw the informa-
tion broker’s headquarters burned to the ground and shifted within the span of a 
single year. The sudden need for relocation cost the fine city of Indianapolis an 
additional $50 million when their Central Library project was finally completed, 
due entirely to the inclusion of the Athenaeum.  The organization is now, however, 
protected in its seventeenth official location in a state-of-the-art facility with ample 
measures against mundane threats and potent new safeguards against the super- 
natural.
 Now, in a state of recovery, the Athenaeum has entered into a rare phase of 
active recruitment. With the loss of manpower, their downtime has seen many 
bibliomantic aberrations go unchecked, not to mention the amount of undiscov-
ered lore that has remained hidden.
 It is time for Athena’s warriors to throw open the shutters and let in the light.

The energy behind a bibliomantic 
aberration is similar to that 
behind a veil - in both cases 
something is created from nothing. 
The power fueling an aberration, 
however, lends it a physical 
nature and a degree of 
autonomous action, albeit limited by 
nature and concept, whereas an 
illusion is directed by the caster. 
Ectoplasm is essential for the 
formation of their physical form, 
however some aberrations actually 
bleed. Bilbiomantic aberrations 
are truly that - an oddity that 
strays far from the “norm”, 
even in a wizarding world.

Artistic ability is not essential to 
proper binding, but it does not 
hurt to take an art class or two.
In binding, confidence is key.

The new Athenaeum headquarters,
located in downtown Indianapolis,
Indiana, is the most high-tech
base of operations the organization
has ever utilized. There are more
wires, beeps, and whistles than
any within either branch is
comfortable with, and there are
entire wings that are off-limits
to practitioners of any kind.
Oh, Wizard, welcome to the 
Modern Age!

Recruitment of new agents is of 
paramount importance to the
Athenaeum. It is so important,
in fact, that the Athenaeum has
begun turning to those that might,
otherwise, be seen as “undesireable”.
More than one new recruit lives
under the Doom of Damocles,
an arrangement with the White 
Council, no doubt.



Game Mechanics
 The majority of “game mechanics” pertaining to the Athenaeum are purely narrative and backed by the 
unwavering “Rule 0”. However, it is a game, so a few traits deserve mechanical clarification.

Athenaeum Agents
 A character’s membership within the Athenaeum, to whatever extent, influence, and leaning should be 
defined either in the character’s high concept or with one (or more) aspects. Few agents of the Athenaeum 
are two-dimensional, thus a high concept of LIBRARIAN OF THE ATHENAEUM is too limited. Something along the 
lines of ARCHIVIST WIZARD OF THE ATHENAEUM has both greater range and potential. Ideally, the aspect (high or 
not) covers both Athenaeum membership, as well as branch association.

Skills
 Nearly every member of the Athenaeum will have both Lore and Scholarship skills ranked greater than 
Mediocre (+0) - their very experiences do not support prolonged ignorance. Archivists will tend towards 
even higher skill levels. Discipline plays an important role for both branches, but Librarians have need for a 
potent Conviction if they hope to bind powerful bibliomantic aberrations. Alertness, Contacts, and 
Investigation can, likewise, mean the difference between success and failure. Beyond these recommendations, 
Athenaeum agents come in all varieties with widely varying hobbies and backgrounds.

Higher Ranks
 Creating, or being “promoted” to, a higher rank within a branch requires covering the promotional title 
in an aspect (again, high concept would be ideal, but is not essential). Additional costs will be levied as 
needed by rank powers and privileges. These come as both enchanted, or focus, items as well as refresh 
cost powers.
 Ranks of the Athenaeum are best progressed through via gameplay, however, where comprehension of 
the organization is learned organically rather than thrust upon the character (and player). This also enables 
milestones and achievements to facilitate promotions and the perks they provide.

Agent Equipment
 If a character is capable of making use of enchanted items, they should leave the appropriate slots 
available to cover their branch’s associated equipment. Similarly, branch powers with a refresh cost should 
be noted and paid for accordingly.

Abaddi
 This potent device is an enchanted item that provides Lore at Fair (+2) when performing an assessment 
action and is usable by anyone. Alternatively, for those Archivists that possess the Lore skill, the abaddi 
provides aid and, with it’s own successful Lore check, places the ABADDI ASSISTANCE aspect on the Archivist. 
This can then be immediately (and freely) tagged for use with the skill in question (most often Lore or 
Scholarship), as appropriate. This function may be utilized three times per session.
 Additionally, the scroll has the WHAT IS WRITTEN IS RECORDED aspect that can be tagged to indefinitely 
store information within one of the Athenaeum scroll vaults, regardless of distance (although not across 
dimensions). Magical barriers and other forms of interference may require rolls to surpass (typically 
Conviction). Very crude communication via abaddi is possible, although it is one-sided and requires the 
recipient to be viewing the storage scroll. Alternatively, the aspect can be compelled to complicate private 
messages or other secrets. It should be noted that these rolls of parchment are supernaturally long - they 
never run out. You cannot erase what is written on them (at least not typically), so new sections are 
unrolled as needed while older writings can, likewise, be reviewed.
 The abaddi costs two enchanted item slots, but may be used by anyone (not just practitioners).

Olive Tree
 Access to the Olive Tree is a potent supernatural privilege that provides several advantages to the 
Archivist. As a power, taking it requires either available refresh or a major milestone to cover the cost. 
Once achieved, however, the Olive Tree’s influence, while subtle, can be profound.
 The most immediate benefit is access to the Summer Court-monitored and maintained Garden where 
the massive Olive Tree grows in perpetual warmth. This is an energizing environment that promotes good 
health and accelerates healing. The revitalizing effect encourages rapid recovery of injuries and ailments of 
all varieties: moderate and severe consequences are recovered as if one step lower, provided the majority of 
the Archivist’s time is spent recovering in the Olive Tree’s Garden.
 Additionally, the Archivist has access to the surplus wood, fruit, and oil harvested from the mythical tree. 
While each are useful in their own mundane ways, they can also be used to freely add the MADE BY THE 
ATHENAEUM or CRAFTED FROM THE OLIVE TREE type of fragile aspect to any magical item the fashion or help to 



create. This can be invoked (as usual) to represent durability, potency, or purity to resist damage and to 
boost effectiveneness. Since the aspect is fragile, it is consumed with use. On a permanent item this requires 
a bit of time and energy to buff, clean, and recharge the aspect, limiting it’s use to once per scene (or 
session, or adventure, as the GM deems appropriate due to time and drama).
 Finally, when in the presence of the Olive Tree, any Lore or Scholarship rolls made by the Archivist may 
invoke the aspect WISDOM OF THE OLIVE TREE for assistance. Of course, this can stack with the use of an 
abaddi and other research-oriented aspects, provided there are enough Fate points, to dig up particularly 
obscure, specific, and/or arcane knowledge. Unlike the abaddi’s limitation, however, information from the 
Olive Tree can be either an assessment or declaration.
 Of course, all of these abilities are available only when able to access the Garden and Olive Tree. While 
exceptionally useful in preparation, this power has little use in the field.
 Access to the Olive Tree costs -1 refresh.

Athenian Helm
 Athenian helms are potent items of power in the Athenaeum’s arsenal. These coveted helms grant 
amazing powers to the Athenaeum thinktank.
 Aside from possessing all of the properties one would expect from a Greecian helm (Armor:1 for any hit 
to the head), it provides unhindered telepathic contact with others wearing (and capable of using) another 
Athenian helm. Of course, a spell could be cast that specifically interferes (blocks) their telepathic 
conversation, but barring that deliberate hinderance, the helms allow perfect communication over any 
distance. The only other caveat is that both ends of the conversation must occur on the same plane of 
existence.
 Finally, due to the telepathic link wiht the Olive Tree, the helm allows a bibliothecary to invoke the Tree’s 
WISDOM OF THE OLIVE TREE aspect regardless of separating distance.
 An Athenian helm is treated as an Item of Power with a -1 refresh cost.

Wax Tablet
 The Librarian’s wax tablet is an essential tool in the field. The enchanted item assists them in their two 
primary tasks:  safeguarding discovered lore and binding bibliomantic aberrations. Both functions may each 
be used twice per session.
 For purposes of safeguarding, the wax tablet can use a preservation spell on the physical form containing 
a discovered secret. This is intentionally vague as these “physical forms” can range from a traditional tome, 
scroll, or tablet to something far more esoteric, like a vase or jewelry. In any case, the spell places the 
PROTECTED BY THE ATHENAEUM aspect on to the item which can be invoked to avoid damage due to time, use, 
or natural elements. This does nothing against elemental spells or other forces of supernatural power. 
Additionally, this provides no protection against artificial forces, like napalm. This protective spell lasts until 
the sunrise following the casting. To cast the spell the Librarian must be able to see, be in relative close 
proximity to (same zone or, at most, 1 away), and able to draw or specifically name (as in True Name) the 
container. The drawing need not be perfect, but it must be to the best of the Librarian’s ability. As such, this 
can take time, typically not less than a minute.
 Likewise, the wax tablet enables the Librarian to combat bibliomantic aberrations in an unusual and 
indirect manner. Provided the Librarian meets all the requirements for casting the lore preservation spell 
(sight, proximity, draw or True Name), they can trigger a Librarian’s Conviction versus the aberration’s 
Discipline consequence contest. If successful, the Librarian places the incredibly powerful, and overriding, 
BOUND TO X (with “X” representing whomever attempted to bind the aberration and should be replaced 
with their name) consequence on the bibliomantic target. Provided the consequence is at least moderate 
intensity, the bibliomantic aberration loses the ability to function; their joints lock up and they stiffen, like a 
board. Hopefully, the Librarian will have a means of transporting the bound aberration back to the 
Athenaeum’s headquarters (typically via the Passage) where the aberration is then presented, and imprinted 
(or, in some cases, re-imprinted) into the Book. Imprinted aberrations fade from physical reality and take up 
a single page within the Book.
 The wax tablet, due to it’s multiple powers, requires two enchanted item slots, but may be used by 
anyone (not just practitioners).

Athenaean Owl
 This “familiar”-like entity has several potent powers and is designed as an item of power.
 First, the owl is what is is; this is an owl, specifically (and yes, all of them are of this variety) the Little Owl 
species. This is not a “combat” pet, in fact Little Owls are tiny, relatively non-threatening avians (unless you 
are a small insect or earthworm).
 The bond between Librarian and owl exists without game mechanics. The two are able to communicate 



with basic, raw emotions - more allusion than statement. There is no roll to govern this and must simply be 
enforced and represented via roleplay. The owl’s insight operates as a FONT OF WISDOM aspect that it can 
invoke to represent ts own awareness, insight, and senses. Additionally, this insight can be invoked by the 
Librarian to assist in field research, although (as stated in the narrative text) this is not a direct discourse of 
information.  Rather the owl provides subtle “nudges” of right or wrong to the Librarian, helping them to 
come to a determination or conclusion.
 Finally, the owl’s “doom sight” enables it to foresee potentially life-threatening danger to it’s bonded 
Librarian and are compelled to act accordingly. This sacrifice kills the Athenaean owl, but the companion’s 
death acts as an additional severe consequence. This can soak up considerable damage, and is particularly 
useful due to it’s diversity - the damage absorbed can be either mental or physcial (this is a supernatural 
link, after all). This acts as any other severe consequence, both as potential compels (”Sorry you lost your 
little friend....muwahaha!”) as well as recovery time. As noted, however, it is an additional consequence, 
essentially allowing the Librarian to take two severe consequences. The Librarian regains the refresh cost of 
the Athenaean owl once the consequence itself has recovered.
 Replacing a lost Athenaean owl is not an everyday event, although there is no hard ruling as to if this 
occurs.  A reasonable length of time should pass before a replacement could even be considered, and even 
then, from a roleplaying standpoint, the Librarian has no actual say in this; an Athenaean owl chooses the 
Librarian, not the other way around. Still, if both the player and GM agree, a new owl can be “acquired” 
once the old owl’s death consequence has been recovered and the refresh points are still available.
 As an item of power, the Athenaean owl has a refresh cost of -1.

Doru
 This powerful weapon reduces the Librarian’s scribing time for preservation or binding by two steps. To 
accompish it as a single action will still take a penalty, but the basic process is much faster. Additionally, the 
doru enables the Librarian to utlize their wax tablet to declare condition-modifying aspects upon biblioman-
tic aberrations as a declaration maneuver. This is often utilized to cripple, or otherwise “soften up” 
particularly challenging aberrations by blinding, hobling, and otherwise hindering the aberration for easier 
binding. These act as consequences and are resolved as a consequence contest, the result determining the 
severity of the inflicted aspect.
 This same “reality influence” can be applied to the protective spell applied to discovered lore. With it, 
the bibliognost can restore crumbling tomes, repair disintegrating scrolls, and otherwise countermand the 
effects of time and research via condition-modifying declarations. This is resolved in a method similar to a 
consequence contest, although the process is reversed. The lore’s current condition determines the 
difficulty against which the Librarian rolls their Conviction. Success effectively repairs the object until the 
effect wears off.
 As with any other effect utilized by the wax tablet, these condition modifications persist until sunrise.
 Finally, the stylus can instantly transform into a potent, albeit non-magical, broad-headed short spear that 
acts as a Weapon:2 weapon. Shifting back takes a bit longer, but only by seconds. Using the doru in this 
fashion, due to it’s non-magical nature, does not violate the Laws of Magic.
 As an item of power, the doru has a refresh cost of -1.


